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ACCOMMODATIONS 

 

 

RAMADA APOLLO AMSTERDAM CENTRE 
 
FIRST-CLASS 
 
Hotel as shown or similar 
 
Overlooking the leafy Rembrandt park, this modern high-rise 
446 room hotel has a skybar and open kitchen restaurant 
located on the 17th floor, with the highest rooftop terrace in 
Amsterdam offering spectacular panoramic views of the city. 
Free Wi-Fi internet access is available in all guestrooms and 
public areas and there is also a sauna and fitness facility.  

 
 

 

BEST WESTERN HAARHUIS 
 
FIRST-CLASS 
 
Located in the city center, opposite the Central train Station, 
Arnhem's shopping & entertainment district offering a great 
selection of bars and restaurants can easily be reached within 
walking distance. All 124 modern guest rooms offer Free Wi-
Fi internet access, in-room safe & coffee/tea making facilities. 
The on-site cozy restaurant serves delicious culinary delights 
and draught beer and creative cocktails can be enjoyed in the 
bar.  

 
 

 

CROWNE PLAZA ANTWERP 
 
FIRST-CLASS 
 
The 262 air-conditioned contemporary 
designed rooms feature floor-to-ceiling windows from which 
the unique views overlooking the skyline of Antwerp can be 
enjoyed. Other amenities include a sleek modern Living & Bar 
concept restaurant specializing in Belgian & French cuisine. 
There is also a fitness center, indoor swimming pool and Free 
Wi-Fi access available throughout the property. Easy 
motorway access to the city center and other major cities 
such as Brussels, Ghent & Amsterdam is ensured due to this 
property's strategic location on the city's ring road.  
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ACCOMMODATIONS 

 

 

ROOM MATE BRUNO 
 
FIRST-CLASS 
 
Hotel as shown or similar 
 
Located in the heart of Rotterdam in the trendy Kop Van Zuid 
area, known as the Dutch Manhattan, this exclusive area has 
become an architectural landmark in Northern Europe. 
Housed in a former 19th-century spice warehouse, the design 
of this boutique hotel has been created by the famous Italian 
Teresa Sapey using a fusion of nautical and astronomical 
elements while preserving the building's original structure. All 
rooms are air-conditioned with Free Wi-Fi internet access 
which can also be used throughout the hotel. Other amenities 
include a fitness center and lounge bar.  

 
 
 
 


